TRAILERBOAT TRIALS
By Sam Mossman

Custom 750
Napier-based Jason Dickey is
a boat builder who combines
aluminium hull design and
construction with traditional shipbuilding techniques to produce
quality modern hulls with classic
lines.
He started along the path as a
powerboat technician doing servicing and fit-outs for eight years in
Napier before heading overseas as an
engineer on superyachts. He worked
his way up to chief engineer, then
took a year off to do his grade-three
engineering ticket before managing
the building of superyacht tenders
up to 10m long.
Combining his overseas experience, engineering training, and with
wife Tristin adding a feminine perspective, Dickey Boats set up in
Napier about five years ago. The
company’s first hull, the Dickey
Semifly 28, won the open class for
aluminium fishing boat of the show
at the 2007 Auckland Boat Show.
Since then the company has gained
in strength. With Tristin running the
office, Finn Dennis Harjamaa doing
the design work, and three builders
on the floor, Dickey Boats turned
out five hulls last year: big complex
builds that are fully-finished to a high
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level of quality. As befits a custom
builder, they work on one boat at
a time and have designs for 28, 32
and 40-foot Semifly hulls. By request
they are working on designs for a
60-footer, as well as a 50-foot dive
boat that is to be towed around the
world. The company is moving into
a new, larger production facility in a
few months.
The other development most
requested of the company is for
trailerboats, and Dickey Boats have
designed the Custom range of large
trailerboats – 750, 800 and 900 – in
response. It was the smallest of these,
the Custom 750, that I travelled to
Hawkes Bay to trial.

Construction
As with previous Dickey hulls,
the Custom range was designed by
Dennis Harjamaa, a Finn now resident in New Zealand. Hulls are solidly built along the lines of small ships,
using four full-length 6mm girders
and interlocking ‘space-frame’ construction, incorporating seven transverse bulkheads. The construction
system involves building the internal
skeleton, then assembling the hull
plates around it. CNC cutting and
the use of laser levels provides an

by Dickey Boats
exact system with 1mm tolerances.
This construction method does not
allow for much reserve buoyancy,
but Jason Dickey states that the hull
will float if swamped.
The design includes a 20° deadrise,
downturned chines and a self-flooding ballast keel to add to the hull’s
stability. This last feature is welded
on under the bottom plates, providing extra protection for them.
Dickey uses no aluminium extrusion
in the hulls, stating that sections cut
from plate are considerably stronger.
The Custom 750 incorporates 5mm
bottoms and frames, 6mm chines
and transom, and 4mm bulkheads,
topsides and deck. The doubler (selfflooding keel) is 6mm.
Finishes are available from bare
alloy through to painted with teak
trim, and are of exceptional quality.
Dickey avoids adding fittings on the
outside painted section of the hull,
making for easy re-sprays if a ‘tartup’ is necessary, although substantial rubbing strips offer considerable
protection when coming alongside
jetties etc..
Like its larger Semifly cousins, the
Custom 750 has distinctive lines,
with a steep fore-foot giving a fine
entry without sacrificing water-line

length, one of the keys to this hull’s
exceptional ride. The split drop
sheerline adds to the look of classic
elegance.

Power and performance
The Custom 750 is rated for 200350hp, and an inboard version is available. The test hull was mounted with
a 200hp Mercury Verado four-stroke
outboard spinning a 15-inch pitch
Revolution 4 prop. Fuel capacity is
220L in an underfloor tank (other
capacity options are available). Tanks
are custom-made CE-approved plastic tanks from Hercules. Dickey prefers them to alloy, as they eliminate
sweating and corrosion problems.
Even with the engine at the bottom
end of the rated range, the Custom
750 proved an easy boat to push,
courtesy of its fine entry and long
waterline. Top-end speed was 33.8
knots (62.6kph) at 6150rpm. These
revs are about the middle of the ‘book’
5800-6400rpm top-end revs for this
engine, indicating that the prop is a
good general-purpose match.
At a more conventional level,
4000rpm gave us 22 knots (40.7kph)
and a fuel usage of 33 litres per hour.
For trolling, 2000rpm produced
seven knots (13kph) and burned an
Raised seating
makes for good allround vision for the
whole crew.

Recessing the fish bin under the transom allows for
extensive cockpit space.

Bench seats tip back to disclose the basin and a position
for a cooker, with stowage space beneath.

Reversible backs on the seats allow for crew socialising
when under way and provide a good spot to watch the
gear when trolling.

acceptable 10 litres per hour.
We trialled the Custom 750 on a
beautiful, crisp, calm Hawkes Bay
winter’s morning. Since I moved from
the district over 30 years ago, I had
forgotten what winter in the Bay can
be like – but spending ten minutes
removing a thick coat of ice from my
windscreen before I could drive to
our rendezvous at the Napier Sailing
Club soon reminded me!
We travelled north along the coast
for a photo shoot off Tangoio through
a lazy one-metre swell. The boat
was a pleasure to helm, responsive
and with no handling vices. It cut
through the sea softly and smoothly,
with the SmartCraft Digital Throttle
and Shift (DTS) and power-assisted
hydraulic steering making life easy.
The hull is a stable one, and although
QL trim tabs were fitted, I never had
to use them. All-round visibility is
excellent through the 6mm toughened glass ‘screens. Although the sea
conditions were not terribly testing,
this hull showed all the signs of
being an exceptional performer.

Anchoring
Access around the cabin sides to
the bow has been well considered,
with non-skid panels around the
sides and on the foredeck, grab rails
on the cabin top, and substantial
bow rails added. This all makes the
‘pointy end’ a safer place to work.
A Rocna anchor is permanently mounted on the bowsprit, and
a Lewmar Pro-Fish anchor winch
on the foredeck is controlled from
the helm. This feeds the warp and
chain into the forward anchor locker,
accessed through a hatch in the
forward bulkhead. The foredeck can
also be reached through a hatch in
the forecabin roof.

The engine bracket has a built-in livebait tank.

Layout
The test boat had been built as
an open-back hardtop, but fullyenclosed cabin versions are available.
The forecabin is fully lined and
sleeps two adults comfortably with
the berth in-fill fitted, or three at
a pinch. A pump toilet was situated under the centre berth, with a
clip-down curtain fitted for privacy.
Underberth stowage space is supplemented by side shelves. Two cabin
lights were fitted, while a hatch in
the aft bulkhead accesses the wiring
in the back of the console.
Out in the wheelhouse, the large
dash is covered with dark marine
carpet, cutting internal reflection on
the windscreens. The helm is well set
out with a Raymarine Ray49E VHF,
Majestic sound system and Raymarine
C140/W sounder-GPS, switching,
controls and instruments, all flushmounted. An underdeck stowage well
is fitted between the seats.
Considerable thought has gone
into the seating arrangements. The
concept was to have a layout allowing four people to travel comfortably
and socialise, while still being able to
watch the gear when trolling. Dickey
has achieved this well. The helm seat
is set on a pneumatic pedestal with
footrest. It, and the three other seats,

Dickey Boats have not spared the anti-skid on the foredeck.

are raised to give everyone good allround vision. In addition, the backrests on the three passenger seats
can be reversed so that the crew can
keep an eye on the gear from under
the protection of the hardtop.
The two rear bench-seats fold forward to disclose a small freshwater
sink (with 20-litre water tank capacity) and a position for a two-burner
cooker. In addition, there is considerable stowage space under the seating units, based on modular fish-bin
units. Grab rails are fitted on the
dash, under the cabin top, and on the
rear edges of the hard-top.
Out in the cockpit, the gunwale
tops are wide and finished with antiskid panels, which also serve the purpose of insulating your backside from
the aluminium when sitting on them.
Decking is sealed chequerplate aluminium that mainly drains through
two duck-bill scuppers. A sump
under the transom is fitted with
a 500gph bilge pump. The cockpit
is spacious, with large side shelves.
Fittings include fold-out drink holders, wash-down hose, and a removable step to aid climbing over the
transom wall. (Jason Dickey personally prefers a solid transom wall, but
step-through transoms are available.)
The batteries are housed in tran-
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som lockers, as are filters, pumps and
isolation switching, leaving remarkably clean lines to the cockpit layout.
The fuel port is on the transom top
and other fittings include a cockpit spotlight and stern cleats. Over
the transom is a large chequerplate
boarding platform with fold-down
ladder. Custom fittings, such as railings, are also available.

Fishability
Primarily, this is a boat for fishermen. The hull is stable, assisted by
the keel-line ballast tank. The chequerplate decking gives good footing,
and the clean lines of the cockpit
give toe room and good mid-thigh
support all around.
An eight-position rocket launcher
is built on the hard-top, and the test
boat had three alloy rod holders per
side. The position and number of rod
holders required will vary from person to person and, like most of the
boat, can be customised to suit.
Outriggers were fitted – excellent
fold-out units from Oceanblue/Reel
Rods. The transom had been designed
to fit a 110-litre Waeco ice box nicely underneath. This can be pulled
out into the cockpit when fishing,
and makes storage and removal of
the catch from the boat easy.

There are some excellent ideas
here, all calculated for efficient and
comfortable fishing.

Trailering

The custom bait-board swivels to the side to
access the livebait tank easily, and locks in
place allowing two to fillet at once.

Dickey has done what many have
thought about, designing the outboard pod to also work as a livebait
tank at rest. It is a nice job and gives
you somewhere to drop an unexpected livie until you can get organised. There is also a formal, plumbed
live-bait tank on the transom top. In
the fashion of the rest of the boat,
considerable thought has gone into
its design. The top of it forms a baitstation, but has been custom built to
swivel to the side rather than lifting
off, allowing access to the bait tank
without spilling your messy cut baits
and goo everywhere. When swivelled
out and locked in position, this also
allows a person to work from each
side of the board, so more manpower
can be applied to cleaning the catch.
For comfort, Dickey has designed
this at conventional kitchen bench
height: 900mm off the deck.
Divers have a good boarding ladder and platform, and the side shelving in the cockpit is large enough to
take dive tanks.
For game fishing, the seating
arrangement already mentioned,
along with the open-backed hardtop, makes for comfortable lure or
bait watching, while retaining quick
cockpit access and good communication between angler and skipper.

The test boat was carried on a custom-built alloy tandem-axle trailer
fitted with skid bars and designed
for drive-off, drive-on launch and
retrieval. The frame is gusseted for
strength and has durotorque suspension, a dual-ratio manual winch,
hydraulic braking, wind-down jockey
wheel and submersible LED lights.
Another option is a conventional
design galv-steel trailer fitted with
wobble rollers.
Towing weight of the rig on the
trailer is about 2.3 tonnes.

Tarakihi Rigs

All in all
The Custom 750 combines a great
sea performance with lovely classic lines, substantial construction,
excellent finish, reasonable price and
innovative design ideas – all aimed at
the fisherman. Love this boat.

Snapper Rigs

Specifications
Material:

aluminium

Configuration:

open back hardtop

LOA:

7.9m

Beam:

2.5m

Deadrise:

20°

Bottom:

5mm

Transom and Chines:

6mm

Sides and topsides:

4mm

Recommended power: 200-350hp
Test engine:

Mercury Verado 200hp

Prop:

15” Revolution 4

Fuel capacity:

220L

Trailer:

custom aluminium

Stainless steel
game hooks
size: 6/0, 7/0, 8/0, 9/0

Tow weight:

2300kg

Price as tested:

$165,000

Packages from:

$125,000 (200 Optimax)

Test boat courtesy of Dickey Boats.  

Stainless steel Shark clip
size: 125mm x 3.5mm
& 100mm x 2.5mm

BUCKO

Trade-A-Trip
Ask me
how!

size: 7/0, 8/0, 9/0

Available at all
good tackle stores
FN3942

CATCH FISH WITH

Live Bait
Hi-Carbon

Paihia – Bay of Islands
Email:cptnbucko@xtra.co.nz
www.captainbucko.co.nz

PO Box 272,
Paihia

&.

Contact Captain Bucko
Mobile: 027 273 0767
Phone: 09 402 7788

Long line hooks

OCTY Beak hooks

Mutsu Recurve hooks

Circle hooks

Worm Hooks

size: 16,17 & 18

size: 1/0 to 10/0

size: 3/0 to 10/0

size: 6/0, 7/0, 8/0

size: 3/0, 4/0, 5/0
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